Abstract-In this paper, with the MHSS and preconditioned MHSS methods, we get a generalized preconditioned MHSS method with a kind of complex symmetric linear systems. This method is a two-parameter iteration process, which can optimize the iterative process. The sequence of iterative produced by the generalized preconditioned MHSS method is proved to be convergence to the unique solution of the complex symmetric linear system.
INTRODUCTION
In many scientific computing and engineering applications, we need solve the complex symmetric linear systems, such as structural dynamics, diffusing optical tomography, lattice quantum chromodynamics and so on. So we consider the iterative solution of systems of complex symmetric linear equations 
where n n A C × ∈ is a complex symmetric matrix of the form
and , n n W T C × ∈ are real symmetric matrices, with W being positive definite and T postive semidefinite. Here and in the sequel we use 1 i = − to denote the imaginary unit.
We assume 0 T ≠ , which imply that A is non-Hermitian.
The Hermitian and skew-Hermitian parts of the complex symmetric matrix A H S = + .
Bai, et al [1, 3, 4] proposed iterative methods called HSS and preconditioned HSS methods based on this kind of particular matrix splitting, in reference [2] , Bai, et al proposed MHSS methods for a class of complex symmetric linear system, which based on one postive parameter, and in reference [5] , Yang, et al proposed GPHSS methods for a non-hermitian postive definete linear system, which based on two postive parameters, in this paper, we will propose GPMHSS methods for a class of complex symmetric linear system, which depend on two postive parametera.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the GPMHSS method is given. In Section III, the convergence properties of the GPMHSS method is discussed. Finally, we offer a brief conclusion. For the upper bound of the spectral radius of the iteration matrix, the optimal parameters with GPMHSS method will be discussed in the following paper.
II. THE GPMHSS ITERATION METHOD
By making use of the special structure of the coefficient matrix 
.
Where α is a given nonnegative constant and β a given positive constant, and P is anHermitian positive definite matrix. 
Furthermore, if 
( , ) ( , , 
Similarly, we can discuss the matrix T . α β ∈ Ω , we deduce easily from the formula α β ∈ Ω , we deduce easily from the formula (7-8) following the inequality
